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Overview 

Increasing regulation and pressure

software is simply inadequate. 

Managing stocks, the use of controlled fertilizers and pesticides, and

production from each field is outside the scope of

This means that traceability and costing is either neglected or

system. 

 But is this good enough for modern

The challenge for most computerised systems 

including seeds, fertilizers, pesticides

other environmental conditions, as does the

A system which manages all of these

your chemical use and production costs for each of your harvest

production costs, allow analysis of production an

A system which will do this is My.N from Accounting Office Software Limited.

About My.N 

My.N is an integrated Business Management and Accounting

requirements of farm produce businesses.

As standard, the system will support all of your core business processes, including purchasi

stock and accounting along with your requirement

production process. 

Additional modules are available should you need to manage farm shops, food testing (including

production of certificates of conformance), marketing and distribution.

creasing regulation and pressure on margins from the multiples means that many farmers business 

of controlled fertilizers and pesticides, and accurately costing the

field is outside the scope of most packages currently in use

traceability and costing is either neglected or managed via a time consuming manual

modern food production? 

for most computerised systems is that the costs associated with each harvest,

, pesticides, labour and machinery costs, vary depending on

, as does the ultimate size of the harvest. 

all of these variables, and in doing so provides you with full traceability of

your chemical use and production costs for each of your harvests, will give you clear visibility of your

production costs, allow analysis of production and maintain traceability of materials and crops.

A system which will do this is My.N from Accounting Office Software Limited. 

Business Management and Accounting system which will support the varied

requirements of farm produce businesses.  

As standard, the system will support all of your core business processes, including purchasi

stock and accounting along with your requirement for traceability of materials and

Additional modules are available should you need to manage farm shops, food testing (including

production of certificates of conformance), marketing and distribution.  

means that many farmers business 

costing the 

in use on farms. 

managed via a time consuming manual 

costs associated with each harvest, 

, vary depending on growing and 

so provides you with full traceability of 

give you clear visibility of your 

d maintain traceability of materials and crops. 

support the varied 

As standard, the system will support all of your core business processes, including purchasing, sales, 

for traceability of materials and costs through the 

Additional modules are available should you need to manage farm shops, food testing (including 



How it works: 

When you plant a field or an area

Fig 1: A Work Order can be generated for any

Any cost incurred as part of growing that crop can be added to the Work Order,

relates to seeds, fertilizer, pesticides or labour.

Fig 2: 12 Kg of carrot seed has been added as a cost to this crop

Traceability can be provided down by

The stock pick also brings through the actual cost of a batch into the Work Order.

When you plant a field or an area, you simply create a Work Order for that crop. 

: A Work Order can be generated for any crop . 

incurred as part of growing that crop can be added to the Work Order, whether

ertilizer, pesticides or labour.   

has been added as a cost to this crop at a forecast cost of £15.22 

wn by batch or serial number during as part of the

The stock pick also brings through the actual cost of a batch into the Work Order.

 

whether the cost 

as part of the stock pick (Fig 3). 

The stock pick also brings through the actual cost of a batch into the Work Order. 



As stock is picked, your detailed stock record is depleted, reducing y

Work in progress is increased.  This is shown

Fig 3: Using the Stock Pick to pick the batch of seed stock used provides traceability and accurate costing. In the example

above, 12 kilos are being added to the Work Order.

Additional costs are added to the

holding of that product, booking the cost and the batch to the Work Order (Fig 4).

Fig 4: As additional costs are brought into the Work Order, the ‘Current’ value is automatically updated. T

value held as Work in Progress in the nominal ledger.

As stock is picked, your detailed stock record is depleted, reducing your stock holding of that item.

his is shown as the ‘Current’ figure in the Work Order.

Using the Stock Pick to pick the batch of seed stock used provides traceability and accurate costing. In the example

above, 12 kilos are being added to the Work Order. 

costs are added to the Work Order as they are incurred.  Each entry de

holding of that product, booking the cost and the batch to the Work Order (Fig 4).

are brought into the Work Order, the ‘Current’ value is automatically updated. T

value held as Work in Progress in the nominal ledger. 

our stock holding of that item. 

in the Work Order. 

Using the Stock Pick to pick the batch of seed stock used provides traceability and accurate costing.  In the example 

Work Order as they are incurred. Each entry depletes the stock 

holding of that product, booking the cost and the batch to the Work Order (Fig 4). 

are brought into the Work Order, the ‘Current’ value is automatically updated.  This represents the 



The costs for the Hallmark Zeon 

itself a manufactured item; it is a dilution of a concentrated product.

through multiple levels of bill of materials.

Labour and production costs can be entered directly into the works order, or using timesheets.

system tracks Forecast Quantity and Quantity Used for all items added to a Work Ord

allow reports to be provided which

Fig 5: Labour and Overhead charges can be added

Charges can be set up with different values to cost the different operations of growing and harvesting.

When the crop is harvested, the Work Order

production.  The costs built up in the Work

cost of the stock which is now held in the stock system.

Releasing goods to finished stock

When you harvest, you simply need to complete a

in Progress into finished stock. 

A Work Order can be completed as a single process,

you to harvest a complete field, or harvest a portion

costing and traceability. 

If the Work Order is being fully completed

total of all costs allocated to the works order (Fig

Hallmark Zeon entry is itself derived from a completed Work Order

; it is a dilution of a concentrated product.  Traceability is maintained

through multiple levels of bill of materials. 

costs can be entered directly into the works order, or using timesheets.

system tracks Forecast Quantity and Quantity Used for all items added to a Work Ord

which show estimated costs versus actual (Fig 5). 

can be added directly to the Work Order or posted to it through timesheets

values to cost the different operations of growing and harvesting.

When the crop is harvested, the Work Order is simply completed by entering the quantity of

production. The costs built up in the Work Order are then released across the harvest to give a u

cost of the stock which is now held in the stock system. 

Releasing goods to finished stock (harvesting) 

When you harvest, you simply need to complete a Work Order to release the costs built up in Work

completed as a single process, or as a series of part completions

a complete field, or harvest a portion of a field’s crop, whilst maintain

fully completed, the total amount to be debited to the stock account is the

ts allocated to the works order (Fig 6). 

derived from a completed Work Order as the item is 

Traceability is maintained 

costs can be entered directly into the works order, or using timesheets.  The 

system tracks Forecast Quantity and Quantity Used for all items added to a Work Order.  This will 

through timesheets.  Multiple 

values to cost the different operations of growing and harvesting. 

by entering the quantity of 

across the harvest to give a unit 

to release the costs built up in Work 

completions.  This allows 

maintaining accurate 

, the total amount to be debited to the stock account is the 



Fig 6: A fully completed Work Order. Although the Budget Quantity for the harvest was 80,000 kilos, the actual harvest

value is 82,570.  This will reduce the actual unit cost of the harvest.

If an order is partly completed, a pro

Output.  In Fig 7 below, the current cost is £741.00 and the Expected Total Order Output is 

kilos.  This is against an initial projection of 80,000 kilos.

In the example below, 50,000 kilos

which equals £392.63.  

Fig 7: 50,000 kilos are being released to stock and an

allocated based on the total output. 

: A fully completed Work Order. Although the Budget Quantity for the harvest was 80,000 kilos, the actual harvest

82,570. This will reduce the actual unit cost of the harvest. 

If an order is partly completed, a pro-rata cost is calculated based on the Expected

current cost is £741.00 and the Expected Total Order Output is 

kilos. This is against an initial projection of 80,000 kilos. 

,000 kilos is being released into stock and its value is 50

50,000 kilos are being released to stock and an estimated 45,000 kilos are still to be harvested.

: A fully completed Work Order. Although the Budget Quantity for the harvest was 80,000 kilos, the actual harvest 

Expected Total Order 

current cost is £741.00 and the Expected Total Order Output is 95,000 

50/95
ths

 of £741.00 

estimated 45,000 kilos are still to be harvested. A pro rata cost will be 



Each release from a Work Order is trac

maintains traceability of produce out of the

Fig 8. Part completing the Work Order will see

95,000 kilos.  Batch number IB_2001 has been allocated for the stock released from the Work Order which provides

traceability of the finished stock.   Expiry dates can also be maintained.

The detailed stock record now shows production sitting in stock ready for sale, c

Fig 9: The stock record shows 50,000 kilos have been added to stock at a cost of £392.63.

To complete the Work Order, the final harvest quantity is entered. The residual costs a

released from the Work Order and the order closed.

Each release from a Work Order is tracked and an Expiry Date can be allocated at this point

produce out of the Work Order and onto the customer (Fig

. Part completing the Work Order will see 50,000 kilos added to stock at a pro rata value based on an overall harvest of

Batch number IB_2001 has been allocated for the stock released from the Work Order which provides

traceability of the finished stock. Expiry dates can also be maintained. 

The detailed stock record now shows production sitting in stock ready for sale, correctly costed.

: The stock record shows 50,000 kilos have been added to stock at a cost of £392.63. 

he Work Order, the final harvest quantity is entered.  The residual costs a

released from the Work Order and the order closed. 

and an Expiry Date can be allocated at this point.  This 

(Fig 8). 

a pro rata value based on an overall harvest of 

Batch number IB_2001 has been allocated for the stock released from the Work Order which provides 

orrectly costed. 

he Work Order, the final harvest quantity is entered. The residual costs are then 



In this instance, the final harvest has yielded 46,250 kilos and the residual costs are pro rata’

this quantity of stock (Fig 10). 

Fig 10: The Work Order has a current value of £348.37. On completion, this cost will be spread across the fina

quantity of 46,250. 

The detailed stock record shows two line

Work Order (Fig 16). 

Fig 16: The detailed stock record showing two stock lines, each originating from the same Work Order.

Conclusion 

The above process will give any producer

cost control. 

User definable reporting options means that virtually any measure of performance can be analysed

Data can be displayed as paper based reports or as graphical reports.

he final harvest has yielded 46,250 kilos and the residual costs are pro rata’

: The Work Order has a current value of £348.37.  On completion, this cost will be spread across the fina

The detailed stock record shows two lines in stock carrying the batch reference of the originating

Fig 16: The detailed stock record showing two stock lines, each originating from the same Work Order.

any producer excellent flexibility whilst maintaining sy

User definable reporting options means that virtually any measure of performance can be analysed

paper based reports or as graphical reports. 

he final harvest has yielded 46,250 kilos and the residual costs are pro rata’d across 

: The Work Order has a current value of £348.37. On completion, this cost will be spread across the final harvest 

in stock carrying the batch reference of the originating 

Fig 16: The detailed stock record showing two stock lines, each originating from the same Work Order. 

excellent flexibility whilst maintaining systematic stock and 

User definable reporting options means that virtually any measure of performance can be analysed. 




